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The social promotion “Terra Vita” was born in Force in February 2018 by eight young women and a shoes’
craftsman with the aim to support and actively to involve the local population, to offer people different
services and the possibility of career choices.
The Association also offers leisure facilities for children, young people and adults through the activation
of courses and workshops to extend interests, curiosity and passion and thus to create a moment of
socialization and sharing.

Con la collaborazione di

*sandals workshop

23 and 24 July/6 and 12 August/h 3.00 pm

WHAT? It has never been so simple, to create a pair of sandals with your own hands! With the
help of a professional and the use of leather, that you can choose, you can realize a “Must of
Marche summer” : leather sandals. From 16 years onwards.
WHO? the workshop is held by Gabriele and Daniela, father and daughter with a long experience in leather’s world.
They create handmade shoes and bags in limited edition against the serial and poor production.
Besides to offer a support to the museum, they sell their own collection between Force and
Turin. Follow them in www.lamarchigianastore.com and on Instagram!

*course length 3 h/price € 65

*copper jewelry workshop

27 July/10 August/h 3.00 pm

WHAT? To Create a copper jewel. You can begin to work from a copper thread or from a sheet.
Duration 3 hours; any particular skills; from 16 years onwards.
WHO? Mara Liverotti was born as craftswoman, working with gold. She trained in goldsmith
art school “Arti e Mestieri” in Vicenza and she collaborated with different goldsmith labs. As
genuine “marchigiana” she decided to come back to her beloved Land.

*course length 3 h/price € 60

*textil creative embroidery workshop

17 July/h 3.00 pm

WHAT? You will learn some basic points of the traditional embroidery, and revisiting the styles
together, we will decorate a piece of your wardrobe. The intention is to customize a own outdated boring clothing, to give it a new and dazzie aspect.
WHAT TO BRING? 3 clothes of your own wardrobe, possibily unicolor, washed and ironed: no
stretch, silk, slippery or difficult to work cloths.

*course length 1 lessons of 4 hours each/price € 90

*basic cutting and sewing workshop

18 and 19 July/h 2.30 pm

WHAT? during the first part of the course, you will focus on understanding and making the
basic paper pattern of the corset and the dress.
Every participant can then use the own. It will proceed with the fabric cutting and the basting.
In the second part, you begin with sewing machine.
Models will be very easy and give you the opportunity to continue the work at home or in likely
future courses. From 16 years onwards.

* course length 2 lessons of 6 hours each/price € 140

*natural dye workshop

22 e 23 July/h 3.00 pm

WHAT? dye workshop using fruits, vegetables and spices.
Ancient techniques respecting nature. The dye process will be outdoor, so that you can work
and dry cloths, enjoying the air and the sun! When cloths will be dry, you can realize an oriental
style jacket. From 16 years onwards.
WHAT TO BRING? 3 meter of natural fabric (cotton or linen), It isn’t necessary a single piece;
you can also use 3 pieces of 1 meter. If the fabrics are new, it is useful to wash them first in washing machine to remove every rests of glue or fixative.
WHO? Giorgia Noni graduate at the Fine Arts Academy as fashion designer.
For many years she worked in fashion and illustration, in Italy and London. In this last years she
takes forward a own clothing line and home accessories where passion and creativity are the
strength of a singular handmade way of working.

*course length 2 lessons of 4 hours each/price € 140
The price of every workshop includes:
∙ free transfer; the membership of “Terra vita Association” for the insurance cover;
∙ guided tour of the historic center of Force;
∙ entrance to Coppers and Sistini Museum;
∙ food and wine tasting of the territory’s excellences in the Villino Verrucci’s Park.
A little journey between traditions and flavors where you can drink a glass of good wine with
cheeses, cold cuts and “cacciannanze”: a typical flat bread of Force.

info: forcecraft.lab@gmail.com
+39 392 0614863

